1st Regulatory Manthan

‘Developing a Multi-year Tariff (MYT) Framework: Insights and Discussion on the Draft Regulation of Gujarat and Chhattisgarh'
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CER launches the Regulatory Manthan (RM), an online forum for discussing regulatory and policy issues related to the power sector. RM aims to discuss and identify national and international best practices, thus enhancing learning and capacity building in the sector.

Participation is open for Electricity Regulatory Commissions. We welcome you to participate and share state-level experiences during the discussion.

Registration/ Mode of Discussion

Registration can be done through CER’s App or RM registration portal cer.iitk.ac.in/RM. The mode of discussion will be online. Online meeting link will be shared with the registered participants through email.
About CER
The Centre of Energy Regulation is an endeavour towards comprehensive and sustained institutional strengthening in the Indian power sector. It is an initiative led by the Department of Industrial and Management Engineering at IIT Kanpur, which has been actively engaged in education, research, capacity building, consulting and policy advisory related to power sector. The centre will work in close cooperation with key stakeholders in the Indian power sector, particularly the Electricity Regulatory Commission.

CER Activities

- **Regulatory Blog**: cer.iitk.ac.in/blog
- **ERC Hub**: cer.iitk.ac.in/ERC_Hub
- **Regulatory Insights**: cer.iitk.ac.in/newsletter
- **Regulatory Database**: cer.iitk.ac.in/rdb
- **Publications**: cer.iitk.ac.in/publications
- **Online Discussion Forum**: cer.iitk.ac.in/odf
- **Regulatory Conclave**: cer.iitk.ac.in/reg_conclave
- **Online Learning Environment & Tools**: cer.iitk.ac.in/OLET
- **Regulatory Manthan**: cer.iitk.ac.in/RSM
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